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Full Name:

Email Address: superiordeb/relief
~%XKKa ufdFe~egfsUsoaAsssa22 State: *LChoose a State YJ Our settlement averages.

Home Phone:
Last Year 2009:

Cell Phone: $44,395,510 settled
for

Work Phone: $15,966,330 =
35.58%

Intnrontonnl Annrornoon ol Best Time to Call:
prafO~Onal cain Arartratnra

Unsecured Debt: Last month January:
$4,135,765 settled for

LISTED
$1,456,271 = 35.21%
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SILVER PROFILE The settlement results
shown above reflect actual

Debt That Qualifies varislgn settlements negotiated
saolllall with our customers'Credit Cards BBB

VER I F Y • creditors and debt
Store Cards balances at the time of

v U nsecured settlement. They do not
Bank Loans include the fees paid by

v Personal Loans our customers for our
Debt Settlement / Negotiat ion is an Effective services or the services of

No n Q ua I i fied Debt Way to Get Out of Credit Card Debt. third party administrators.
Student Loans This statement is an

example of pastMortgage Credit Card Debt. performance and is notLoans Credit card debt is like gaining weight- easy to get; hard to lose. But losing weight intended to be a
X Car Loans is not impossible and neither is getting out of debt. In the same way that you can guarantee of any future
X Taxes shed those extra pounds, you can get yourself out from underneath all that debt settlement results.
X Less than and avoid bankruptcy. It takes hard work, discipline, and getting the right kind of

$10,000 total help. Past Months

Owing a lot of credit card debt is common. Many consumers, whether due to job

superior Clebt relief
loss, major injury, or simply overspending with ever increasing interest rates, see
a large portion of their monthly income being swallowed up by credit card superior debt relief
payments. Most consumers are only able to make the minimum payment and
soon find that their balances are increasing (or at least not changing), which The Current Financial

We are a Professional causes even more frustration and stress. Know that the credit card companies are Crisis Impact on DebtDebt Negotiation
part of a multi-billion dollar a year industry and only making your minimum Settlement

Company. Settle your payments each month helps to make that possible. Hello, America. It seems
UNSECURED Debt for our excess has finally
MUCH less- Don' t Debt Settlement. caught up with us. It's notProcrastinate, Negotiate.

Debt settlement is a completely legal, logical, and ethical way to get out of debt as surprising that this would

Rnd out more about our old as the concept of debt itself. The incentive foryour creditors to settle a debt eventually happen. When

debt settlement becomes clear once there is a possibility that they may collect nothing on the an economy is
constructed not on value,program. You can debt if you were left with no choice but to file for bankruptcy protection. Your

reduce your credit card incentive to settle is to avoid bankruptcy and to ethically discharge your debts. but on debt; it is virtually

debt and start living free Once you are on the "debt treadmill" it becomes more and more difficult to step inevitable. More
once again. A debt-free off. Eventually your minimum monthly payments will likely be going almost entirely

Creating a Ho use ho ld
future requires action! towards interest. At this rate, you would finally pay the account off in about 30 Budget
All statements on this years having spent ten times or more what you initially borrowed. We understand One of the key elements
site are examples of your predicament and the credit card companies have been counting on and of a debt settlement
past performance and profiting from it for years. Debt settlement can end the 30 year cycle and cut it program is helping you
are not intended to be a down to 3 years or less. gain control of your
guarantee of any future household income. If you
settlement results. Why choose Superior Debt Relief over any other debt negotiation expect to be truly debt

company? free, gaining and
Quite simply, we are the best. We were one of the first debt settlement maintaining control of your

superior CI &bg relief
companies and have been a trailblazer in the settlement industry for more than 10 income and how you
years now. We have aggressively lobbied in the House and Senate of various

aia'you a<a~,~ spend it must be your top
states to fight for your rights and have been involved in passing legislation to priority. More

If you are only making regulate the Debt Settlement and Consumer Credit Counseling industries. We are
Living Within Your

minimum payments on more than just debt settlement; we are debt relief. Many, if not most, debt
Budget

$20,000 in credit card consolidation/ credit counseling programs will irreparably damage yourcredit,
So now you have created

debt, at a 18.9% saving you little or no money, and this process usually takes a very long time. Of
your household budget.interest rate, it can take course, debt negotiation also has drawbacks: be prepared fora more difficult short Congratulations! But now

you over 50 years to term struggle, FICO scores can suffer initially, and you must commit to a more how do you make sure you
pay it off and you could fiscally responsible lifestyle. This is why we are also committed to providing you can stick with it? With the
pay over $50,000 in with a quality of service, expertise, and value without rival in the debt reduction financial pressures ofinterest. industry. We are recommended and praised across the internet and the long-term today, how do you ensure

relationships we have developed with the credit card companies and collectionYou may be surprised to that you can live within
I rnorrn Fbor r r rnr l i r r o r r l agencies have firmly established Superior Debt's reputation for results- we your budqet each month?
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encourage you to research more!debt grows back 78% of More
the time after taking out Article Archive
a debt consolidation
loan. Without a
fundamental change in
the spending habits of
the consumer, a loan
usually only makes
things worse.
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